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Through a comprehensive analysis of sixteen European legal systems, based on an assessment of national answers to a factual
questionnaire, Causation in European Tort Law sheds light on the operative rules applied in each jurisdiction to factual and legal
causation problems. It highlights how legal systems' features impact on the practical role that causation is called upon to play, as
well as the arguments of professional lawyers. Issues covered include the conditions under which a causal link can be established,
rules on contribution and apportionment, the treatment of supervening, alternative and uncertain causes, the understanding of lossof-a-chance cases, and the standard and the burden of proving causation. This is a book for scholars, students and legal
professionals alike.
Case Studies and Case-Based Learning brings authentic, real-world learning to the classroom and:
With its often vague legal concepts and institutions that operate according to unfamiliar procedures, judicial decision-making is, in
many respects, a highly enigmatic process. New Directions in Judicial Politics seeks to demystify the courts, offering readers the
insights of empirical research to address questions that are of genuine interest to students. In addition to presenting a set of
conclusions about the way in which courts operate, this book also models the craft of political research, illustrating how one can
account for a variety of factors that might affect the courts and how they operate. The renowned scholars and teachers in this
volume invite critical thinking, not only about the substance of law and courts in America, but also about the ways in which we
study judicial politics.
The first set of case studies on animal use, this volume offers a thorough, up-to-date exploration of the moral issues related to
animal welfare. Its main purpose is to examine how far it is ethically justifiable to harm animals in order to benefit mankind. An
excellent introduction provides a framework for the cases and sets the background of philosophical and moral concepts underlying
the subject.Sixteen original, previously unpublished essays cover controversies associated with the human use of animals in a
broad range of contexts, including biomedical, behavioral, and wildlife research, cosmetic safety testing, education, the food
industry, commerce, and animal use as pets and in religious practices. Scientific research is accorded the closest scrutiny. The
authors represent a wide range of expertise within their specialized areas of research--physiology, public policy, ethics,
philosophy, law, veterinary science, and psychology. The careful analysis of each case makes it possible to elevate the discourse
beyond over-simplified positions, and to demonstrate the complexity of the issues. The Human Use of Animals will be welcomed
by students and faculty in law, philosophy, ethics, public policy, religion, medicine, and veterinary medicine. It will also interest
activists in the animal protection movement, and members of animal protection organizations and Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committees.
This book examines state Supreme Court decision making during controversies involving religion, race, and gender skirmishes. It
analyzes predominant factors influencing state Supreme Court decision making during controversies involving justices serving in
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these courts and confronting these crises.
From extreme weather events such as Superstorm Sandy, man-made tragedies like the Madrid train bombings, the threat of
bioterrorism, and emerging infections such as the H1N1 pandemic flu, disasters are creating increasingly profound threats to
health of populations around the globe. Through a presentation of 16 case studies, the authors examine the broad range of public
health scenarios through the lens of emergency preparedness and planning. Designed for students across a wide spectrum of
health and safety disciplines, this text uniquely demonstrates the application of public health preparedness competencies
established by the Association of Schools of Public Health (ASPH). Key Features: -Presents 16 case studies on preparedness,
from natural disasters to pandemic infection. -Demonstrates the application of the ASPH Public Health Preparedness
competencies. -Makes an ideal complement to any text on disaster preparedness or public health leadership, or can be used as a
standalone text. "Case Studies in Public Health Preparedness is written by some of the best emergency preparedness and
response professionals in the business; it is a must read for anyone who needs to prepare for or respond to an emergency.
Michael Osterholm Ph.D, MPH, Professor and Director, Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy, University of
Minnesota"
The aim of this publication is to present how Open Educational Resources (OERs) are being strongly promoted at all levels of
education. This book presents a select number of case studies from contributors to the Irish National Digital Learning Resources
(NDLR) service. The NDLR service was launched as a pilot project in 2005 and in the last 7 years has grown significantly. Its
mission is to “promote and support Higher Education sector staff in the collaboration, development and sharing of learning
resources and associated teaching practices for the advancement of academic scholarship in Ireland”. The NDLR is a unique interinstitutional community, fostering the sharing and exchange of teaching and learning experiences, practices and resources, and
collaborative research and development initiatives across the Irish Higher Education sector. The service promotes and supports
the sharing and creation of OERs amongst the academic community in Ireland. The NDLR, through the local Institutional
representative, provides support and encourages the development and sharing of reusable teaching and learning resources to
members of academia through the coordination of a number of local initiatives and local supports across 21 Irish Higher Education
Institutes.
Contains papers by state education dept. policymakers, analysts, and data providers on emerging issues in school finance. Includes:
estimates of disparities and analysis of the causes of expenditures in public school districts; race, poverty and the student curriculum; courtordered school finance equalization; resource allocation to schools under conditions of radical decentralization; building equity and
effectiveness into school-based funding models; alternative options for deflating education expenditures over time; productivity collapse in
schools; and evaluating the effect of teacher degree level on educational performance.
Principles of Insurance Law with Case Studies introduces the basics of insurance law and offers a comprehensive overview of the principles
of insurance law. Written by a senior insurance professional, it provides valuable insight into key areas with case illustrations providing clarity
throughout the book. The publication provides a thorough analysis of insurance principles and case laws. It includes issues confronting
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insurance lawyers and the insurance industry and analyses the positions of the courts in various jurisdictions. The chapters cover a wide
range of topics which include: • The formation of the insurance contract. • Construction of the proposal form and the rules of evidence. •
Acceptance of the proposal and premiums. • Cover notes and the certificate of insurance. • Insurable interests, risks and warranties. • Types
of policies. • Interpretation of contracts of insurance. • The principle of good faith and the duty of disclosure. • Fraudulent misrepresentation
and reliance. • Agents and inducement. • Standard of proof and pleadings.
Epidemiology has often been defined as the study of the distribution of disease, together with the distribution of factors that may modify that
risk of disease. As such, epidemiology has often been reduced to a methodology only, providing a mechanism for the study of disease that is
somehow removed, separate and apart from the populations that serve as its focus. Epidemiology, however, is much more than that. The
discipline p- vides a way of perceiving and knowing the world, and of relating to the c- munities whose health and disease patterns we are
trying to understand. As such, its usefulness extends past the construction of questionnaires, the detective work inherent in tracing the source
of an infection or the analysis of data. Rather, epidemiology serves as a point of reference and a linkage between various domains of reality:
in the courtroom, between a com- nity’s injuries and those alleged to be responsible for those violations; between the community striving to
effectuate changes to improve its health and environment and the lawmakers and policymakers whose actions may dictate or control the
likelihood of that change; and between “mainstream” populations and those who become or remain marginalized and stigmatized due to
disease or perceived disease.
Discusses state supreme courts and funding equity reform in Texas, Kentucky, and North Dakota.
The essays collected in this volume are the result of cooperation between the Justice Partnership Programme in Hanoi and the Supreme
Peoples Procuracy of Vietnam. The programme is co-funded by the European Union, Denmark and Sweden. Knowledge of the criminal
procedures of other countries has been of particular importance to the drafters of the Criminal Procedure Code of Vietnam as they
approximate the law to international standards. The essays contain detailed and systematic analyses of the criminal procedures in Italy,
China, Russia and the United States of America. The common structure of the analyses and the meta-analyses of the editor of the book
make a comparative study out of it. The study on the criminal procedure in China is one of the few on this subject ever published in English.
Presents a novel theory explaining how and why politicians and lawyers politicise courts.
This innovative volume explores the evolution of constitutional doctrine as elaborated by the Supreme Court. Moving beyond the traditional
"law versus politics" perspective, the authors draw extensively on recent studies in American Political Development (APD) to present a much
more complex and sophisticated view of the Court as both a legal and political entity. The contributors—including Pam Brandwein, Howard
Gillman, Mark Graber, Ronald Kahn, Tom Keck, Ken Kersch, Wayne Moore, Carol Nackenoff, Julie Novkov, and Mark Tushnet—share an
appreciation that the process of constitutional development involves a complex interplay between factors internal and external to the Court.
They underscore the developmental nature of the Court, revealing how its decision-making and legal authority evolve in response to a variety
of influences: not only laws and legal precedents, but also social and political movements, election returns and regime changes, advocacy
group litigation, and the interpretive community of scholars, journalists, and lawyers. Initial chapters reexamine standard approaches to the
question of causation in judicial decision-making and the relationship between the Court and the ambient political order. Next, a selection of
historical case studies exemplifies how the Court constructs its own authority as it defines individual rights and the powers of government.
They show how interpretations of the Reconstruction amendments inform our understanding of racial discrimination, explain the undermining
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of affirmative action after Bakke, and consider why Roe v. Wade has yet to be overturned. They also tell how the Court has collaborated with
political coalitions to produce the New Deal, Great Society, and Reagan Revolution, and why Native Americans have different citizenship
rights than other Americans. These contributions encourage further debate about the nature and processes of constitutional change and
invite APD scholars to think about law and the Court in more sophisticated ways.

In recent years, the power of American judges to make social policy has been significantly broadened. The courts have reached
into many matters once thought to be beyond the customary scope of judicial decisionmaking: education and employment policy,
environmental issues, prison and hospital management, and welfare administration—to name a few. This new judicial activity can
be traced to various sources, among them the emergence of public interest law firms and interest groups committed to social
change through the courts, and to various changes in the law itself that have made access to the courts easier. The propensity for
bringing difficult social questions to the judiciary for resolution is likely to persist. This book is the first comprehensive study of the
capacity of courts to make and implement social policy. Donald L. Horowitz, a lawyer and social scientist, traces the imprint of the
judicial process on the policies that emerge from it. He focuses on a number of important questions: how issues emerge in
litigation, how courts obtain their information, how judges use social science data, how legal solutions to social problems are
devised, and what happens to judge-made social policy after decrees leave the court house. After a general analysis of the
adjudication process as it bears on social policymaking, the author presents four cases studies of litigation involving urban affairs,
educational resources, juvenile courts and delinquency, and policy behavior. In each, the assumption and evidence with which the
courts approached their policy problems are matched against data about the social settings from which the cases arose and the
effects the decrees had. The concern throughout the book is to relate the policy process to the policy outcome. From his analysis
of adjudication and the findings of his case studies the author concludes that the resources of the courts are not adequate to the
new challenges confronting them. He suggests various improvements, but warns against changes that might impair the traditional
strengths of the judicial process.
'Advanced Placement Classroom: Macbeth' is a teacher-friendly resource for using one of Shakespeare's greatest tragedies in the
Advanced Placement classroom. Students will examine the play critically and analytically to understand aspects such as the
nature of villainy and the history of the events that inspired the play. An extended section provides teachers with information on
societal implications that impacted the play's creation, including witchcraft and The Gunpowder Plot. Teachers also will be able to
implement exciting hands-on projects such as putting Macbeth on trial for the murder of Banquo and developing a soundtrack for
the play.
This book, authored by two leading scholars of the Supreme Court and its policy making, systematically presents and validates the
use of the attitudinal model to explain and predict Supreme Court decision making. In the process, it critiques the two major
alternative models of Supreme Court decision making and their major variants: the legal and rational choice. Using the US
Supreme Court Data Base, the justices' private papers, and other sources of information, the book analyzes the appointment
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process, certiorari, the decision on the merits, opinion assignments, and the formation of opinion coalitions. The book will be the
definitive presentation of the attitudinal model as well as an authoritative critique of the legal and rational choice models. The book
thoroughly reflects research done since the 1993 publication of its predecessor, as well as decisions and developments in the
Supreme Court, including the momentous decision of Bush v. Gore.
Supreme Court Case StudiesCase Studies in Sport LawHuman Kinetics
? ? New data have come to light through the Solution Focused Brief Therapy Association Archive (hereafter, the Archive). This
information is drawn from manuscripts and video featuring one of the SF founders, Insoo Kim Berg, MSW. Archive video examples
of Ms. Berg conducting supervision, therapy teams, and case consultation as well as unpublished manuscripts written by her
provide unique opportunities to illustrate specific assumptions and techniques rarely seen before. The documents outline Ms.
Berg’s philosophy, assumptions, and techniques to conduct supervision, and the videos offer in vivo examples of her supervision
and team/case consultation style. Together, the Archive materials offer a rich resource for a book that both informs and illustrates
SFS?.
For insight into the actual application of evidentiary rules in the courtroom, Trial Evidence, Fourth Edition, takes the point of view of
the trial judge. Highly respected authors Mauet and Wolfson explore the methods, strategies, and tactics of trial evidence through
an analytical approach that reveals how judges and trial lawyers think about evidentiary rules—particularly the Federal rules of
Evidence. A terrific contribution to trial practice teaching materials, Trial Evidence, Fourth Edition, features: sterling authorship
from two luminaries in the clinical field complete coverage of the effective use of evidence in a trial setting an analytical structure
that reflects how judges and trial lawyers think about evidentiary rules, particularly the Federal Rules of Evidence numerous
examples that illustrate how various evidentiary issues arise in practice, both before and during trial Law and Practice sections,
integrated throughout the book, based on actual federal and state cases chronological organization that follows the sequence of a
trial —opening statement, direct examination, cross examination, closing arguments straightforward writing style and a focus on
practice, not theory complimentary CD-ROM with over 300 evidence problems based on actual reported cases Updated
throughout, The Fourth Edition includes: discussion of the Sixth Amendment Confrontation Clause, and all Supreme Court cases
interpreting Crawford v. Washington coverage of the admissibility of electronic evidence, such as email, web pages postings, and
digital photographs Amendments to FRE 404(a), 408, 606(b), and 609(a)(2), integrated throughout the text important Supreme
Court updates through June 2008 new problems on the CD-ROM regarding the Confrontation Clause and electronic evidence
admissibility issues Trial Evidence, Fourth Edition offers comprehensive coverage of the real-life applications of evidence at trial,
helmed by two authors you trust to bring valuable insight into your classroom.
Four cases in which the legal issue was “race” — that of a Chinese restaurant owner who was fined for employing a white woman;
a black man who was refused service in a bar; a Jew who wanted to buy a cottage but was prevented by the property owners’
association; and a Trinidadian of East Indian descent who was acceptable to the Canadian army but was rejected for immigration
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on grounds of “race” — drawn from the period between 1914 and 1955, are intimately examined to explore the role of the Supreme
Court of Canada and the law in the racialization of Canadian society. With painstaking research into contemporary attitudes and
practices, Walker demonstrates that Supreme Court Justices were expressing the prevailing “common sense” about “race” in
their legal decisions. He shows that injustice on the grounds of “race” has been chronic in Canadian history, and that the law itself
was once instrumental in creating these circumstances. The book concludes with a controversial discussion of current directions in
Canadian law and their potential impact on Canada’s future as a multicultural society.

The Politics of Precedent on the U.S. Supreme Court offers an insightful and provocative analysis of the Supreme Court's
most important task--shaping the law. Thomas Hansford and James Spriggs analyze a key aspect of legal change: the
Court's interpretation or treatment of the precedents it has set in the past. Court decisions do not just resolve immediate
disputes; they also set broader precedent. The meaning and scope of a precedent, however, can change significantly as
the Court revisits it in future cases. The authors contend that these interpretations are driven by an interaction between
policy goals and variations in the legal authoritativeness of precedent. From this premise, they build an explanation of the
legal interpretation of precedent that yields novel predictions about the nature and timing of legal change. Hansford and
Spriggs test their hypotheses by examining how the Court has interpreted the precedents it set between 1946 and 1999.
This analysis provides compelling support for their argument, and demonstrates that the justices' ideological goals and
the role of precedent are inextricably linked. The two prevailing, yet contradictory, views of precedent--that it acts either
solely as a constraint, or as a "cloak" that never actually influences the Court--are incorrect. This book shows that while
precedent can operate as a constraint on the justices' decisions, it also represents an opportunity to foster preferred
societal outcomes.
Designed as supplemental material for juvenile delinquency and juvenile justice courses, Juvenile Justice and Juvenile
Delinquency: Case Studies Workbook fills a void in current textbooks. This workbook provides a hands-on experience
that helps students understand the kinds of court hearings that take place in juvenile and family courts. It presents
information about actual cases and prompts students to make decisions and design court orders for typical juvenile court
cases. The case scenarios range from cases at the juvenile court intake level all the way to cases in which students must
decide whether a young person should be waived into the criminal system to be tried as an adult. The book allows
students to compare their choices with those of the actual judge or referee, and also gives information as to the outcome
for the young person after the court’s decision. This information helps students gauge the soundness of their own
decisions based on the impacts of the actual decision reached by the judge or referee. Each chapter also contains
statistics, facts, court decisions, and information about policies that enable a better understanding of the juvenile justice
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system. This workbook provides a unique opportunity for students to experience what it is like to face decisions in the
juvenile court system. By engaging with the information and cases laid out in a more hands-on manner than offered in
typical related textbooks, students will gain a greater appreciation for the decisions juvenile court judges and referees
have to make on a daily basis.
Justices on the Ballot addresses two central questions in the study of judicial elections: how have state supreme court
elections changed since World War II? And, what effects have those changes had on election outcomes, state supreme
court decisions, and the public's view of the courts? To answer these questions, Herbert M. Kritzer takes the broadest
scope of any study to date, investigating every state supreme court election between 1946 and 2013. Through an
analysis of voting returns, campaign contributions and expenditures, television advertising, and illustrative case studies,
he shows that elections have become less politicized than commonly believed. Rather, the changes that have occurred
reflect broader trends in American politics, as well as increased involvement of state supreme courts in hot-button
issues.--Résumé de l'éditeur.
Real cases from the Supreme Court dealing with youth issues. Laws, as they relate to youth and youth issues, can be
difficult to understand for those they are intended to serve. In the first book of the Understanding Canadian Law series,
author Daniel J. Baum breaks down the Supreme Court of Canada’s decisions relating to youth in plain language
intended for readers of all ages. Drawing on examples from recent Supreme Court rulings, Youth and the Law walks the
reader through such controversial subjects as spanking, bullying, youth violence, and police in the schools. Each chapter
contains prompts to encourage critical thinking. Youth and the Law is an objective introduction for all readers to better
understand how law impacts the young.
Building on the success of the popular first edition, the authors provide hypothetical criminal justice scenarios for
analysis, having found in their experience as teachers that the process adds depth and dimension to the study of justice
and ethics. This expanded second edition offers ten new cases addressing the intricate process of moral and ethical
decision making. Focusing on both personal and social context, the authors explore true-to-life situations and encourage
readers to think about the possible consequences that could result from the choices they make. The case studies provide
realistic portrayals of current dilemmas in policing, courts, corrections, and juvenile justice. Political and noble cause
corruption, perjury and judicial/prosecutorial misconduct, ethnic and gender prejudice, and many other social and criminal
justice themes are featured. Following each scenario are thought-provoking questions to facilitate personal reflection and
class discussion. Each section contains a bibliography of topical books and articles for readers interested in a more indepth treatment of the issues.
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Case Studies in Sport Law, Second Edition, provides students with specific examples and perspectives of some of the
most significant cases in sport law in an accessible tone that is free of legal jargon. The text is an ideal companion for
non-law students who are seeking clarity and context for legal issues commonly encountered in sport management and
sport law settings. The 87 cases provide real-life applications for students and scholars of sport management. This
updated second edition of Case Studies in Sport Law contains one new case study to provide a more contemporary
example while maintaining the most significant precedent cases. The text is easily incorporated as a supplement to
course studies, especially for its recommended companion text, Introduction to Sport Law, Second Edition. These two
texts were designed with the other in mind, and the structures match each other in order of topics presented so that
students can easily cross-reference the two to obtain the best understanding of sport law. The 87 cases in Case Studies
in Sport Law have been carefully curated by a team of experts in the field and represent many of the multifaceted aspects
of sport law. Some of the areas covered in the text are school districts, colleges and universities, interscholastic and
recreational programs, professional sport franchises, sporting goods manufacturers and trademarks, and governing
bodies. This broad approach encourages students to understand the impact of legal issues on the sport industry,
including many of the areas that students are hoping to pursue as a career. Case Studies in Sport Law offers condensed
versions of each case as opposed to the full legal proceedings, which enables students to grasp key concepts of the
case instead of wading through legal jargon. The cases are divided into the main topics that are most prevalent in sport
law courses: agency law, antitrust law, constitutional law, contract law, employment law, intellectual property, labor law,
products liability, risk management, statutory law, Title IX, tort law, and the U.S. legal system. This is an easy-to-follow
format that allows instructors and readers easy selection of cases based on the topic at hand. In addition to the abridged
court cases, each section provides introductory information to prepare students on the type of law that will be examined
and key concepts to bear in mind while reading. Further, each case study ends with review questions that can test
student comprehension, be used for review, and prompt in-class discussions. Answers to these review questions are in
the instructor guide, which is free to course adopters and available at www.HumanKinetics.com/CaseStudiesInSportLaw.
Litigation and lawsuits in sport are increasing; therefore, managers and operators must maintain a thorough
understanding of legal practices. Case Studies in Sport Law is the ideal text to supplement a sport management or sport
law class and bolster student comprehension of sport law issues, and it is a supreme reference in the professional library
of all practitioners in college, high school, professional, and recreational sport settings.
Designed for anyone who has an interest in using moot court simulations as an educational exercise, How to Please the
Court brings together prominent moot court faculty who share their collective years of experience in building a successful
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moot court program. Touching on all aspects of the moot court experience, this book guides the reader through
conducting legal research, the structure of an oral argument, the tournament experience, and the successes and rewards
of competition.
Topically arranged casebook of U.S. Supreme Court decisions with extensive commentary dissects the Court's decisions on
current "hot-button" national policy issues.
While the role of comparative law in the courts was previously only an exception, foreign sources are now increasingly becoming a
source of law in regular use in supreme and constitutional courts. There is considerable variation between the practices of courts
and the role of comparative law, and methods remain controversial. In the US, the issue has been one of intense public debate
and it is still one of the major dividing issues in the discussion about the role of the courts. Contributing to the existing discussion of
the use of comparative law in the courts, this book provides an inclusive, coherent, and practical analysis of the relevant law and
jurisprudence in comparative law in the courts. It examines the consequences for court procedures and the form of judgments, as
well as how foreign sources are drawn upon in private international law, European law, administrative law, and constitutional law
as well as before general courts. The book also includes case studies of comparative law used in particular spheres of the law,
such as tort law and consumer law. Written by practising judges and lawyers as well as leading academics, this book serves as a
central reference point concerning the role of comparative law before the courts.
The Oxford Handbook of U.S. Judicial Behavior offers readers a comprehensive introduction and analysis of research regarding
decision making by judges serving on federal and state courts in the U.S. Featuring contributions from leading scholars in the field,
the Handbook describes and explains how the courts' political and social context, formal institutional structures, and informal
norms affect judicial decision making. The Handbook also explores the impact of judges' personal attributes and preferences, as
well as prevailing legal doctrine, influence, and shape case outcomes in state and federal courts. The volume also proposes
avenues for future research in the various topics addressed throughout the book. Consultant Editor for The Oxford Handbooks of
American Politics: George C. Edwards III.
Small states face special hurdles in achieving development gains. These states spend significantly more of their GDP on
producing public goods and services, and they face higher connectivity costs than do their larger brethren. Small States, Smart
Solutions examines how some small states use international trade and telecommunications technology to outsource services such
as justice, banking supervision, public utilities regulation, high-quality medicine, and education. Sourcing these services
internationally poses unique challenges but also opens broad opportunities. The eight case studies in this book, based on
interviews with government officers and citizens, describe pioneering initiatives undertaken by some small states to better the
quality of life of their citizens.
Cambridge Legal Studies HSC Third Edition has been updated to reflect the changing processes of the legal system, while
meeting the requirements of the current Stage 6 Legal Studies syllabus in NSW. The third edtion continues to combine the latest
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information, cases and statistics on all aspects of the law in an accessible student-friendly resource package that now offers
flexible print and digital source options.
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